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Error Control Coding: From Theory to Practice provides a concise introduction to basic coding techniques and their application. The fundamental concepts of coding theory are explained using simple examples with minimum use of complex mathematical tools. The selection of appropriate codes and the design of decoders are discussed.
 Bridging the gap between digital communications and information theory, this accessible approach will appeal to students and practising engineers alike. 

 The clear presentation and practical emphasis make this book an excellent tool for both communications and electronic engineering students. Practitioners new to the field will find this text an essential guide to coding. 

 Features include: 

	 End of chapter problems to test and develop the readers understanding of the most popular codes and decoding methods 
	 Finite field arithematic and algebraic decoding methods for BCH and Reed-Solomon codes 
	 Detailed coverage of Viterbi decoding and related implementation issues 
	 Turbo codes and related code types, including Gallager codes and turbo product codes 
	 Practical examples of MAP and SOVA decoding for turbo codes
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Hibernate Search in ActionManning Publications, 2008
I joined an e-commerce company in 2000, nothing unusual I suppose. We were quite annoyed by the quality of Amazon’s search engine results compared to ours. A few years later, we reimplemented our search engine from scratch using Lucene. That’s where I learned that a good search engine is 50% kick-ass technology and 50% deep...
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Raspberry Pi Server EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you want to use Raspberry Pi as a server, this is the book that makes it all possible. Covering a wide range of projects - from network storage to a game server - you'll learn in easy, engaging steps.


	Overview

	
		Unlock the various possibilities of using Raspberry Pi as a server
	...
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Enterprise Cybersecurity Study Guide: How to Build a Successful Cyberdefense Program Against Advanced ThreatsApress, 2018

	
		Use the methodology in this study guide to design, manage, and operate a balanced enterprise cybersecurity program that is pragmatic and realistic in the face of resource constraints and other real-world limitations. This guide is an instructional companion to the book Enterprise Cybersecurity: How to Build a Successful...
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Mastering Excel 2003 Programming with VBASybex, 2004
Create Powerful Business Applications with Excel 2003
   Excel 2003 is an ideal application development platform for all levels of business needs. If you're an advanced Excel user looking to gain programming experience, or a skilled developer new to Excel or the Excel Object Model, this no-nonsense book teaches you how to build...
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Advanced Topics in Information Retrieval (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2011

	This book presents a wide-spectrum illustration of what research in Information Retrieval
	has produced or will produce in the next years. The book content includes
	chapters on Aggregated Search, Digital Advertising, Digital Libraries, Discovery of
	Spam and Opinions in the Web, Evaluation, Information Retrieval in Context, Multimedia...
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Frommer's Vancouver and Victoria (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2012
	
		This book features hundreds of full-color photos to bring these two award-winning cities to life.
	
		Completely updated, Frommer's Vancouver & Victoria also includes coverage of Whistler and the Pacific Rim National Park.
	
		Information on how to explore all the post Winter Olympic Games...
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